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Zwitterionic Nanogels and Microgels: An Overview on Their
Synthesis and Applications
Pabitra Saha, Ritabrata Ganguly, Xin Li, Rohan Das, Nikhil K. Singha, and Andrij Pich*

Zwitterionic polymers by virtue of their unique chemical and physical
attributes have attracted researchers in recent years. The simultaneous
presence of positive and negative charges in the same repeat unit renders
them of various interesting properties such as superhydrophilicity, which has
significantly broadened their scope for being used in different applications.
Among polyzwitterions of different architectures, micro- and/or nano-gels
have started receiving attention only until recently. These 3D cross-linked
colloidal structures show peculiar characteristics in context to their solution
properties, which are attributable either to the comonomers present or the
presence of different electrolytes and biological specimens. In this review, a
concise yet detailed account is provided of the different synthetic techniques
and application domains of zwitterion-based micro- and/or nanogels that
have been explored in recent years. Here, the focus is kept solely on the
“polybetaines,” which have garnered maximum research interest and remain
the extensively studied polyzwitterions in literature. While their vast
application potential in the biomedical sector is being detailed here, some
other areas of scope such as using them as microreactors for the synthesis of
metal nanoparticles or making smart membranes for water-treatment are
discussed in this minireview as well.
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1. Introduction

Nanomaterials of different architec-
tures like nanoparticles,[1] micelles,
polymersomes,[2] and dendrimers have
found biomedical usage in recent times.
However, their application in this regard
is somewhat limited because of a variety
of factors, such as untimely drug dis-
charge, deficient in vivo bio-distribution,
lack of regio-specificity, and also high
cytotoxicity.[3–-5] Compared to the other
nano-sized materials, the aqueous func-
tional nanogels or microgels (typically
0.1–100 µm in size), owing to their 3D
polymeric network-like structure have
drawn the attention of researchers due
to their smaller size, higher surface area,
and porosity.[6–8] Not only do they exhibit
high structural stability, but they are highly
biocompatible as well.[9,10] Depending on
the functionalities present along with the
network, the microgels respond to different
external stimuli like temperature,[11] pH,[12]

electric field,[13] and ionic strength,[14–18]

which manifests in physical and chemical
processes such as swelling and degradation.[19,20] In this re-
gard, careful tuning of the type and the amount of such func-
tional groups, along with their distribution in the 3D microgel
network are crucial in the development of microgel-based ma-
terials in high-ended biomedical applications such as targeted
drug delivery,[21–23] facile bio-conjugation,[24,25] bio-imaging,[26]

tissue regeneration, as well as catalysis,[27] and smart surface
coatings.[28–31] Compared to hydrogels (bulk gels), not only do
the microgels show biocompatibility of similar degree, owing
to their smaller sizes, but they also hold significant advantages
over hydrogels,[32] especially when utilized as biomaterials: (i) mi-
crogels respond faster to the external stimuli compared to bulk
hydrogels.[33] (ii) microgels can be chemically modified such as
they can circulate in the bloodstream over a longer period and
in some cases, their bio-degradable nature permits them to be
rapidly eliminated from the body.[34,35] (iii) microgels can be used
as building blocks in the designing of medical devices that result
in a substantial improvement in their workability.[36,37]

Of the aforementioned different types of stimuli, in the context
of microgels, the effect of temperature remains to be the most-
studied and well-understood.[38–40] Some polymers, for example,
display a lower critical solution temperature (LCST) behavior in
the aqueous medium. Below the LCST, the polymer chains re-
main in the same phase as that of the solvent molecules, whereas
above the LCST, an entropy-driven phase separation of the
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polymer chains occurs from the solvent medium.[41–44] Poly(N-
vinylcaprolactam) (PVCL) and poly(N-isopropylacrylamide)
(PNIPAM) are the two most extensively studied polymers ex-
hibiting LCST-behavior and both of them have been used to
fabricate microgels of different types of applications.[45–47] The
LCSTs of such microgels can be tuned to higher values via
the incorporation of hydrophilic functional groups. Apart from
temperature, microgels responsive to other external stimuli such
as pH,[48] ionic strength,[49] and light[50–52] can be synthesized,
depending on the type of functional comonomers chosen. Also,
from literature, it is often observed that functional groups re-
sponsive to different stimuli can be loaded in the same microgel
system, which works synergistically to broaden the scope for the
potential applications of these microgels.[53–55]

A classic example of such a hydrophilic functional molecule
is a zwitterion. Zwitterions are found in our body in the form of
essential amino acids like alanine, valine, phenylalanine, taurine,
and so on.[56–59] Depending on the pH of the solution, they are
present as either positively charged or negatively charged species
and the pH at which they are electrically neutral is called their
isoelectric point.[60,61] Zwitterionic polymers can be synthesized
containing a stoichiometric equivalence of positively (quater-
nized nitrogen atom) and negatively (sulfonate, carboxylate,
phosphate)-charged groups present along the main polymer
backbone. Based on the negatively charged groups, the synthetic
polyzwitterions or polybetaines can be classified mainly into
three types, i.e., poly(sulfobetaine) (PSB), poly(carboxybetaine)
(PCB), and poly(2-methacryloyloxyethyl phosphorylcholine)
(PMPC).[62–64] Polyzwitterions are a special type of polyam-
pholytes. While in polyampholytes, the positively and nega-
tively charged groups are highly dependent on the pH of the
medium,[65–67] in polybetaines or polyzwitterions, the charged
groups maintain their charge neutrality over a range of pH due
to the high density of opposite ion-pairs bound to the polymer
backbone. The synthesis of polyampholyte microgels and their
applications in different domains are also well-documented
in literature.[68–70] Though both positive and negative charges
are present in polyampholyte microgels, there is no defined
order in which these charges might be distributed respectively
to one another over the entire microgel network.[71] Unlike in
polybetaines, the two types of charges can be present in stoi-
chiometric nonequivalence, thereby making the overall charge
weighted toward being either positive or negative (polyanionic or
polycationic microgels).[72–76] Therefore, unlike polyampholytes,
zwitterionic microgels exhibit some special characteristic fea-
tures. Due to the prevalence of strong coulombic interactions
along the polymer backbone, the zwitterionic microgels become
superhydrophilic and as a result, they do not behave as typical
polyelectrolytes and show great tolerance to extremely saline
condition.[77] Polyzwitterions have been assessed to be fascinat-
ing compounds for the last few decades and due to the structural
similarities to the phospholipid, a major component of cell
membranes, they are recognized as highly biocompatible.[78,79]

With this in mind, much attention has been given to the zwitte-
rionic micro-and/or nanogel toward the mimicking of biological
cell membranes by tailoring the surface of the polymers as
they offer excellent resistance to bio-fouling against various
foulant materials.[80,81] As a consequence of that, they can be
prevalently considered as attractive candidates in the making of

biomedical devices.[82–84] Interestingly, polyzwitterions are also
thermo-responsive as they exhibit an upper critical solution tem-
perature (UCST), below which the zwitterionic polymer chains
are in collapsed state, due to the high coulombic attraction
force between two opposite ion-pairs. Above UCST, the thermal
energy disrupts ionic interactions between the zwitterions and
they form hydrogen bonds with water molecules, inducing the
solvation of polymer chains.[85–89] Moreover, their sensitivity to
reversible changes in the presence of temperature can also be
exploited to design stimuli-responsive zwitterionic microgels for
various applications.

Though the basic synthetic procedures and structure–property
relationship of different zwitterionic architectural polymers have
been extensively reviewed in some articles, yet such high-
quality articles are very few. The majority of these articles fo-
cuses on the specific aspects like membrane-applications of
polyzwitterions,[90] or their stimuli-responsive behaviors,[91,92]

however, illustrating mainly zwitterionic linear polymer, block or
graft copolymer, and hydrogels.[93,94] In summary, the synthesis
and application of zwitterionic (especially betaine) micro-and/or
nanogels have hardly been reviewed systematically, like we have
tried here in this minireview (see Scheme 1). This present re-
view could not be comprehensive; decisions had to be made to
keep the contents reasonable, which inevitably may have made it
descriptive to a certain extent. A thin borderline exists between
the terms nanogel and microgel as they are relative to each other
and henceforth, they will be termed as nanogels or sometimes
microgels as per the nomenclature given by the respective group
of authors.

2. Synthesis of Zwitterionic Nanogels and
Microgels

Unlike the synthesis of polyampholyte microgels where simul-
taneous incorporation of both positively charged and negatively
charged monomers makes it difficult to regulate the solution
pH during the synthesis steps,[95] for zwitterionic microgels,
regulating the pH is relatively simpler. Zwitterions contain an
equal number of positive and negative charges inside the same
molecule, which renders them to be electrically neutral. Thus,
the synthetic steps involving polyzwitterions are largely pH-
independent. Although there have been significant challenges
in the last few decades regarding the synthesis of zwitterionic
microgels, mainly because of their high hydrophilicity and high
solvent selectivity, in recent times, researchers have successfully
come up with a variety of novel synthetic routes to prepare zwit-
terionic micro-and/or nanogels.

2.1. Post-Modification

This technique is rarely reported in literature. Generally, a
pre-synthesized functional microgel is used as a precursor
and its functionality can be utilized to convert it to a zwitte-
rionic group by post-modification under particular reaction
conditions.[96,97] Recently, Sahiner and co-workers have reported
the synthesis of zwitterionic microgels by the betanization of
poly(ethylene imine) (PEI) microgels.[98] First, the PEI microgels
were synthesized from the branched PEI polymer (molecular
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Scheme 1. Schematic representation of applications of zwitterionic micro/nanogels.

weight ≈1800 g mol−1) by cross-linking with divinyl sulfone
(DVS) cross-linker in the presence of bis(2-ethylhexyl) sulfos-
uccinate sodium salt (AOT) surfactant in a water-in-gasoline
micro-emulsion technique. Finally, the PEI microgels were
betanized by reacting with 1,3-propane sultone (1:1 molar ratio)
in deionized water and purified by dialysis (see Figure 1a). They
observed that the betainized PEI (b-PEI) zwitterionic microgels
became biocompatible and anti-bacterial, and the betanization
upon PEI microgels increased the different dye adsorption (such
as methylene blue, MB) capabilities of the resultant zwitterionic
microgels as well (see Figure 1b).

Though, technically not a post-modification approach, Sin-
clair and co-workers proposed an interesting top-down method
of obtaining microgels from previously existing bulk precur-
sors. Here, carboxybetaine-based bulk gels were broken down
mechanically into particles in dimensions of 15–30 µm, which
are significantly larger than microgels synthesized via traditional
means. This “intermediate” size enables them to retain proper-
ties associated with both micro and macro dimensions; for ex-
ample, strength and elasticity atypical to bulk gels on one hand
and high surface area on the other.[99]

2.2. Aqueous Precipitation Polymerization

Generally, in this polymerization technique, a water-soluble
thermo-responsive monomer is introduced simultaneously

along with a water-soluble initiator, a cross-linker, and surfac-
tants (optional) in a reaction chamber, and the polymeriza-
tion temperature is set depending on the volume phase tran-
sition temperature of the corresponding polymer. For exam-
ple, thermo-responsive PVCL and PNIPAM microgels are syn-
thesized in water at ≈70 °C (above its LCST ≈ 32 °C), using
N,N′-methylenebis (acrylamides) (BIS) cross-linker. Initially, the
oligomeric chains start to grow until a critical chain length
is reached. Post that, the chains collapse to form microgel
nuclei or precursors. Following that, over time they start ag-
gregating to form microgels.[100,101] Das and co-workers first
adapted the free-radical precipitation polymerization method to
synthesize poly(N-isopropylacrylamide-sulfobetaine) (PNIPAM-
PSB) zwitterionic microgel via a surfactant-free process in the
water medium. The polymerization temperature was maintained
at 70 °C and PNIPAM and zwitterionic sulfobetaine segments
got incorporated randomly with respect to one another.[102] The
presence of BIS resulted in the formation of a cross-linked net-
work structure. Owing to their LCST-inducing nature, the PNI-
PAM segments collapsed related to their phase separation from
the aqueous medium, which ultimately leads to the microgels
precipitating out. The solution properties and size studies of
the microgel particles proved that the incorporation of the su-
perhydrophilic zwitterionic segment increased the LCST of the
PNIPAM-based zwitterionic (PNIPAM-PSB) microgels and the
size of the microgels lied in a range of 650–1200 nm. It was
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Figure 1. a) Synthesis of zwitterionic microgel by betanization with PEI microgel and b) methylene blue (MB) dye adsorption profile of unmodified and
modified PEI microgels. Reproduced with permission.[98] Copyright 2017, Elsevier.

observed that a higher amount of sulfobetaine effectively in-
creased the size, as well as the LCST of the microgels due to its in-
creased hydrophilicity (Figure 2b). However, despite the presence
of the zwitterionic sulfobetaine segments, the microgels did not
exhibit any anti-polyelectrolyte effect in the presence of different
salts of the Hoffmeister series. The authors have attributed this to
the relatively lower incorporation and uncontrolled distribution
of the zwitterionic groups in the microgels.[103,104] Subsequently,
Schmid and co-workers synthesized zwitterionic PNIPAM-PSB
and poly(N-vinylcaprolactam-sulfobetaine) (PVCL-PSB) micro-
gels in a precipitation polymerization technique and in the pres-
ence of sodium dodecyl sulfonate (SDS) surfactant. The mi-
crogels thus formed were much smaller (140–200 nm) than
was observed when no surfactants were used due to electro-
static repulsive interaction between the surfactant molecules (see
Figure 2c).[105]

Sometimes, the use of a single stimulus (e.g., only tempera-
ture) working at a different range is advantageous over multiple
stimuli (e.g., both temperature and pH) in the formulation of
smart materials to avoid the complexity in terms of understand-
ing their workability in various applications.[106,107] Taking that
into account, Arotcaréna and co-workers have synthesized zwit-
terionic PNIPAM-PSB block copolymers by RAFT polymeriza-
tion with different block lengths of both constituents and they
studied the reversible switching (“inside–outside”) of the poly-
mer colloid aggregates controlled by the simple thermal stimulus
at a wide range of temperature.[108] Nonetheless, the zwitterionic
core-shell nanogels exhibiting both UCST-LCST transition were
first communicated by Rajan and co-workers where they could
tune the dual transition temperatures by varying the concentra-
tion of the zwitterionic microgel solution (see Figure 3a,b).[109]

However, they did not propose any mechanism behind this

macro-RAFT mediated microgel synthesis in their report. In-
spired by their findings, our group has recently reported a de-
tailed study of thermo-responsive zwitterionic poly(sulfobetaine)
(PSB)-based PVCL microgels (see Figure 3c) with a plausible
mechanism of microgel formation at different stages of the re-
action. Here, we adapted a surfactant-free RAFT precipitation
polymerization to synthesize the zwitterionic microgels and it
has been observed that the LCST of the PSB-PVCL microgels
varied with the amount of PSB macro-RAFT and the molecu-
lar chain length as well.[110] We found that not only the amount
of the different molecular weight PSB macro-RAFT shows a
strong effect on their respective UV–vis cloud points, but also
the amount of the BIS cross-linker used during the microgel
synthesis could regulate the LCST of the zwitterionic microgels
(see Figure 3d,e).

Zwitterionic microgels can also be prepared singularly
(without using any LCST-type polymers) by copolymerizing
zwitterionic monomer with different cross-linkers in an aqueous
precipitation polymerization in the absence of surfactants.
Generally, most of the poly(sulfobetaine) (PSB) zwitterionic
polymers have proved to show the UCST much lower than
the physiological temperature because of the weakening of the
strong intramolecular interaction between the opposite charges
(see Figure 3b), leading to the formation of hydrogen bond-
ing between the ions and the water molecules.[111] Therefore,
this kind of sulfobetaine-based zwitterionic polymers suffers
their usability as a thermo-responsive drug delivery system in
hyperthermia cancer therapy.[112] With this in mind, Peng and
co-workers introduced a hydrophobic benzsulfamide group
as an anionic segment into the zwitterionic structure that
significantly uplifted the UCST of the corresponding sulfamide-
based poly(2-(2-(methacryloyloxy)ethyl)dimethylammonio)acetyl
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Figure 2. a) (From left to right) Chemical structures of VCL monomer, NIPAM monomer, BIS cross-linker, SB zwitterionic monomer, and MEDAPA zwit-
terionic monomer, and change in particle size/radius of different sulfobetaine loaded zwitterionic (PNIPAM-PSB) microgels b) in absence of surfactant.
Reproduced with permission.[102] Copyright 2008, American Chemical Society. and c) in the presence of sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS) surfactant; where
N0, N1, N2, and N3 are the microgels prepared with 0, 2, 4, and 6 mol% of SB monomer. Reproduced with permission.[105] Copyright 2015, Springer,
respectively. Change in UCST-type VPTT of PMEDAPA nanogels d) PMEDAPA-54 and e) PMEDAPA-64; where PMEDAPA-54 and 64 stand for PMEDAPA
nanogels prepared with 54 and 64 molar ratios of cross-linker, respectively. Reproduced with permission.[113] Copyright 2017, John Wiley & Sons.

phenylsulfonyl)) amide (PMEDAPA) zwitterionic nanogels close
to the physiological temperature (see the chemical structure
of MEDAPA monomer, Figure 2a). They adapted an aque-
ous precipitation polymerization technique to prepare these
nanogels by using ethyleneglycol dimethacrylate (EGDMA) and
bis(acryloyl)cystamine (BAC) as cross-linkers with various cross-

linking degrees to regulate the UCST-type volume phase transi-
tion temperature (VPTT) of the nanogels by switching between
collapsed and swollen state. The higher the cross-linker molar
ratio used, the higher is the VPTT of the nanogels due to their
more compact network structures (see Figure 2d,e).[113] More-
over, the PMEDAPA nanogels showed excellent biocompatibility
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Figure 3. a) Photographs of dual thermoresponsive zwitterionic microgel, showing both UCST and LCST, and b) their UV–vis cloud points at different
microgel concentrations. Reproduced with permission.[109] Copyright 2017, John Wiley & Sons. c) Schematic diagram of precipitation polymerization
to produce thermoresponsive zwitterionic microgel; i) formation of oligoradicals, ii) microgel nucleation, iii) precipitation of microgels, cloud points of
zwitterionic microgels (Gel 1000) prepared with PSB 1000 zwitterionic macro-RAFT with d) different PSB content (1, 2, and 2.5 mol%), and e) different
BIS cross-linker content (1.5 and 2.5 mol%). Reproduced with permission.[110] Copyright 2019, Elsevier.

and prolonged blood circulation similar to the other synthetic
polyzwitterions and thus, they were used as microwave-triggered
on-demand drug vectors for enhanced cancer therapy. Later
on, He and co-workers have developed zwitterionic poly(N-
isopropylacrylamide-co-acrylic acid-co-1-propyl-3-vinylimidazole
sulfonate) (P(NIPAM-co-AA-co-PVIS)) microgels using PVIS
as a zwitterionic monomer in a purely water-based surfactant-
free precipitation polymerization. They used this microgel
model to highly resist the nonspecific protein adhesion on
their surfaces, and more importantly fabricate a novel electro-

chemical immunosensor to detect an aminoglycoside antibiotic,
streptomycin (STR) from milk.[114]

2.3. Nonaqueous Precipitation Polymerization

Nonaqueous precipitation polymerization is often termed dis-
persion polymerization in which the monomers, initiator, and
stabilizer are dissolved together in a particular solvent or in a
mixture of solvents to form a homogeneous mixture.[115] Once
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Figure 4. a) Schematic presentation of dispersion polymerization using water/ethanol mixture of solvents, b) Particle distribution index and c) SEM
images of the zwitterionic microgels with the variation in water:ethanol volume ratio (scale bar 2 µm). Reproduced with permission.[119] Copyright 2016,
American Chemical Society.

the critical chain length is reached, the initially unstable poly-
mer chains start coagulating with others until a stable poly-
mer dispersion is formed.[116,117] The stabilizer or dispersant
molecules (typically block or graft copolymers) present in the
solution attach covalently to the surface of the growing parti-
cles and prevent the particle coagulation, thereby imparting col-
loidal stability to the system (see Figure 4a). This technique
allows the incorporation of various comonomers at particular
stages of polymerization that improve the functionality of the
polymer particles. This is a simple and direct approach used
to produce mainly hydrophobic or amphiphilic microgels. How-
ever, the synthesis of hydrophilic zwitterionic microgels via dis-
persion polymerization is also explored in literature. The obvi-
ous challenge is the high affinity of the growing polyzwitteri-
onic chains toward the water, which greatly prohibits the forma-
tion of the microgel nuclei or precursor particles.[118] Varnoos-
faderani and co-workers circumvented this limitation to synthe-
size functional zwitterionic microgels by optimizing the typical
binary solvent ratio and by controlling the composition of the
reaction mixture at various stages of polymerization.[119] In a
typical synthesis, sulfobetaine (SB) monomer, ammonium per-
sulfate (APS) initiator, and poly(vinylpyrolidone) (PVP) stabi-
lizer were allowed to react in a water/ethanol solvent mixture
at 50 °C. The different volume ratio between water and ethanol
was also optimized to obtain the zwitterionic microgels with
smaller size and low particle distribution index, PDI (see Fig-
ure 4b). After 30 min of the reaction (≈5% conversion), differ-
ent types and amounts of cross-linkers were introduced into the

solution mixture to produce the functional zwitterionic micro-
gels. Scanning electron microscopic (SEM) images showed that
an increase in the ethanol content (>80%) resulted in larger
particle size and particle agglomeration due to the insufficient
steric stabilization by APS initiator, and undergoing faster reac-
tion (see Figure 4c). Different types of comonomers such as 2-
ethylhexyl methacrylate (2-EHMA), butyl acrylate (BuA), methyl
methacrylate (MMA), hydroxyethyl methacrylate (HEMA), acry-
lamide (AAm), and dopamine methacrylamide (Dopa-MA) were
used in this study to obtain monodisperse well-defined versa-
tile functional zwitterionic microgels. The widely different types
of comonomers used here, ranging from hydrophobic to hy-
drophilic in a single microgel particle expanded the application
potential of these zwitterionic microgels.

Because of the washing-off of the zwitterionic polymers from
the hydrophobic surfaces due to their poor miscibility, recently,
Huang and co-workers designed the semi-interpenetrating poly-
mer networked (SIPN) zwitterionic microgels composed of PSB
zwitterionic polymers and hydrophobic poly(ether sulfone) (PES)
matrix in a one-pot dispersion polymerization technique.[120]

First, a PSB/PES microgel was synthesized at 100 °C for 24 h
in the presence of AIBN thermal initiator and BIS cross-linker in
dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO) solvent and then the resulting micro-
gel dispersion was blended with freshly prepared PES polymer
matrix to prepare the casting solution (see Figure 5a). The rough
surface of the pristine PES membrane surface (AB-0) with a lot
of interconnected voids (see Figure 5b) became less visible when
steady incorporation of PSB/PES zwitterionic microgels occurred
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Figure 5. a) Synthesis route of the PSB/PES microgels and the preparation of the casting solutions, and SEM images of the b) AB-0 surface and c–
e) zwitterionic microgel modified AB-47, AB-64, and AB-78 surfaces (scale bar 20 µm), where AB-0, AB-47, AB-64, and AB-78 denote the weight ratio
(in %) of the zwitterionic PSB/PES microgel in the surface. The zwitterionic microgels were marked by red circles. f,g) Zwitterionic microgels cast from
PSBMA/PES solution without blending of PES solution (scale bar 20 and 1 µm, respectively). Reproduced with permission.[120] Copyright 2020, American
Chemical Society.

by the casting with additional PES matrices (see Figure 5c,d,e).
The zwitterionic microgel gradually filled the void spaces of the
membrane surfaces (AB-47, AB-64, and AB-78), thus enhancing
the hydrophilicity of the surface. Subsequently, the extensive en-
tanglement of the PSB/PES zwitterionic microgels with the ad-
ditional PES matrix circumvented the early washing-off of the
microgel from the surface under challenging operational condi-
tions. Figure 5f,g indicate the morphology of the surface directly
cast from PSB/PES zwitterionic microgel without the addition of
the PES matrix. Due to the inhomogeneity of the PSB and PES
constituents, the microgels agglomerated with each other, sug-

gesting the blending process with an additional PES matrix is
necessary for the mechanical endurance of the membranes. Fi-
nally, it was utilized to facilely coat on glass slides to observe their
anti-bacterial behavior using Gram-positive Staphylococcus aureus
and Gram-negative Escherichia coli model bacteria.

Due to the simple and easy purification steps, the micro-
and/or nanogels formed by dispersion polymerization can be
preferably used for biomedical applications. Taking this advan-
tage, Wang and co-workers first developed a variety of functional
nanogels with well-defined shapes and narrow particle distri-
bution based on this polymerization system.[121] Nonaqueous
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Figure 6. a) Schematic presentation of disulfide cross-linked P(SB-BAC) zwitterionic nanogel synthesis by reflux precipitation polymerization and subse-
quent drug loading and release, and b) GPC trace and photograph of the polymer product after nanogel degradation. Reproduced with permission.[123]

Copyright 2020, Royal Society of Chemistry.

precipitation (also called dispersion) polymerization is advanta-
geous over conventional aqueous precipitation polymerization in
terms of synthesizing highly hydrophilic acrylate-based micro-
and/or nanogels solely in an organic solvent (non-aqueous
medium) and due to the simple and handy reaction set up, it is
also possible to produce the micro-and/or nanogels in a large
scale.[122] Men and co-workers also adapted this polymerization
technique for the synthesis of biodegradable redox-responsive
zwitterionic nanogels. In an exemplary synthesis, sulfobetaine
(SB) monomer, disulfide type N,N′-bis-(acryloyl) cystamine
(BAC) cross-linker were taken at different ratios in acetonitrile
solvent along with 2,2′-azobisisobutyronitrile (AIBN) initiator,
and the reaction mixture was immersed in an oil bath at 100 °C
and for 1 h under nitrogen atmosphere. Finally, the P(SB-BAC)
nanogels were spun down under centrifugation and washed
three times with deionized water before lyophilization (see Fig-
ure 6a).[123] The gel permeation chromatography (see Figure 6b)
and a “turbid to transparent” transition (see the photograph, inset
of Figure 6b) of the degraded polymer product with narrow dis-
persity indicates the nanogel degradation under reductive (GSH)
environment. Furthermore, in the work of Peng and co-workers,
the nonaqueous precipitation polymerization was also employed
to fabricate zwitterionic poly(2-methacryloyloxyethyl phosphoryl-
choline) (PMPC) nanogel with N-vinylimidazole (VIm) content
and cross-linked by disulfide bond containing cleavable BAC
cross-linker. The presence of VIm moiety aided the charge
conversion from a zwitterionic to a positively charged state in the
nanogel at low pH 6.5, which facilitates the enhanced cellular up-
take of adenocarcinomic human alveolar basal epithelial (A549)
tumor cells.[124] Along with the benefit of the PMPC zwitterionic
group, serving the antifouling and long blood circulation proper-
ties, the reductive degradation of the as-prepared nanogels makes
them a smart nanocarrier for targeted drug delivery. Similarly,
Tian and co-workers exploited this polymerization technique to
synthesize poly(phosphobetaine)-based zwitterionic nanogels,
using redox-labile (both H2O2 and GSH) diselenide type N,N′-
bis(methacryloyl)selenocystamine (BMASC) cross-linker.[125]

2.4. Polymerization in Emulsion Droplets

Inverse mini-emulsions (water-in-oil, w/o) can be produced by
the sonication of an aqueous dispersion of monomer, stabilizer,
co-stabilizer (optional), and cross-linker (optional) in a contin-
uous nonpolar oil phase.[126] The mini-emulsion generally gets
stability with the use of both surfactant and osmotic pressure
agent, also termed as lypophobe that is completely insoluble in
the continuous oil phase and prevents the particle coalescence
from Ostwald ripening.[127] Usually, the polymerization of the
monomer droplet nuclei proceeds by using both oil and water-
soluble initiators and the rate of the mini-emulsion polymeriza-
tion strongly depends on the initiator concentration. Also, the use
of a higher amount of surfactants results in more reaction loci,
which also accelerates the faster rate of polymerization and high
monomer to polymer conversion.[128,129] This kind of polymeriza-
tion is quite useful to synthesize copolymers having structural
dissimilarities.[130] Cheng and co-workers were the first groups
to produce poly(carboxybetaine) (PCB) zwitterionic nanogels in
a w/o inverse mini-emulsion polymerization. In a typical synthe-
sis, they used CB monomer, BIS cross-linker in an aqueous phase
and added this mixture into an oil phase (hexane), containing an
oil-soluble thermal initiator (V-70), and sorbitan oleate (Span 80)
and poly(oxyethylene–sorbitan–monooleate) (Tween 80) surfac-
tants under vigorous shaking and sonication for 2 min. Finally,
the reaction was put in an oil bath at 40 °C for 4 h with con-
tinuous nitrogen purging. The synthesized PCB nanogels were
purified by centrifugation with tetrahydrofuran (THF) solvent
and then washed with water several times (see Figure 7a). A
significant variation in the PCB nanogel size was finely tuned
by using different amounts of BIS cross-linker and by adjust-
ing the ratio between the two surfactants as well. The nanogels
were ultra-stable over a while against bovine serum protein
solution at 37 °C (see Figure 7b) and they were utilized as
potential drug vectors for controlled release of fluorescein
isothiocyanate-tagged dextran (FITC-dextran) drug.[131] Later on,
Ajmal and co-workers re-designed this method to synthesize
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Figure 7. a) Schematic presentation of zwitterionic nanogel synthesis by mini-emulsion polymerization. Reproduced with permission.[126] Copyright
2016, Royal Society of Chemistry. b) Stability of PCB nanogels overtime at 37 °C in the presence of bovine serum protein solution (at 1.5 mol% and 3
mol% BIS). Reproduced with permission.[131] Copyright 2010, American Chemical Society, c) Plot of hydrodynamic radius as a function of the temperature
of different poly(N-vinyllactam-SB) microgels prepared at 3 wt% BIS concentration, showing UCST-LCST transitions, Reproduced with permission.[133]

Copyright 2018, American Chemical Society, d) Photoluminescence intensity variation with change in fluorescent CD cross-linker in P(OrnAA -CD)
nanogels. Reproduced with permission.[137] Copyright 2016, Elsevier.

zwitterionic poly(sulfobetaine) (PSB) microgels, using a water-
soluble initiator, ammonium persulfate (APS) along with an
accelerator N,N,N′,N′-tetramethylethylenediamine (TEMED) at
room temperature and they also showed that the PSB zwitterionic
microgels thus formed acted as a nanoreaction chamber to pro-
duce Nickel (Ni) nanoparticles.[132] Recently in our group, Pich
and co-workers have reported the synthesis of doubly thermo-
responsive PSB zwitterionic microgels by copolymerizing sul-
fobetaine (SB) with different N-vinyllactams (N-vinyl caprolac-
tam (VCL) and analogous series like N-vinylpiperidone (VPi),
and N-vinylpyrrolidone (VPy)). The microgels contained a high
amount of zwitterionic SB units (≈30 mol%) and thereby ex-
hibiting reversible dynamic (opposite charge interaction of zwit-
terionic SB group) cross-linking and covalent (generated by BIS
cross-linker) cross-linking. While above the UCST (≈12 °C), the
microgels showed a temperature-triggered ‘deswelling–swelling’
behavior due to the disruption of ionic cross-links present in the
zwitterionic SB units; an exact reverse phenomenon (swelling–
deswelling) was observed at above LCST due to the breakage of
the hydrogen bonds with water and enhancement of hydropho-
bic interaction of different lactam ring-sized poly(N-vinyllactam)
polymer chains (see Figure 7c).[133]

Micro- and/or nanogels are well-known for their excellent
drug loading-release capacity and the insertion of a fluorescent
molecule into microgels provides a platform for simultaneous
bio-imaging of the drug and the microgels during the delivery
process.[134–136] Considering that, Li and co-workers have devel-
oped a novel ultra-low fouling zwitterionic nanogel by copoly-
merizing an amino acid-based ornithine methacrylamide (Or-
nAA) zwitterionic monomer and fluorescent cross-linkable car-
bon dot (CD) cross-linker in a water-in-hexane (w/o) inverse
mini-emulsion polymerization. The conjugation of folic acid (FA)
as a ligand with the p(CD-OrnAA) nanogels helped the novel FA-
p(CD-OrnAA) nanocarrier system for the specific internalization
of the cancer cell. The characteristic UV–vis absorbance peak of
CD cross-linker appearing at 270–350 nm is considered under the
broad shoulder of p(CD-OrnAA) nanogel UV–vis spectrum (see
Figure 7d). The incorporation of FA was found when the charac-
teristic signal of FA appeared at 283 nm in the FA-p(CD-OrnAA)
spectrum, indicating the successful fabrication of the nanogels.
Moreover, the presence of CD cross-linker was also witnessed
when the aqueous solution of the FA-p(CD-OrnAA) nanogel was
irradiated by the UV light of 350 nm wavelength resulting in
a strong blue emission (see inset of Figure 7d). Later on, they
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Figure 8. a) Schematic presentation of chemical cross-linking in the emulsion. Reproduced with permission.[126] Copyright 2016, Royal Society of
Chemistry. b) An example of zwitterionic microgel synthesis from a functional zwitterionic graft copolymer by the amine–epoxy crosslinking reaction
in water droplets. c) Thermo-responsive behavior of the zwitterionic graft copolymer and microgel prepared with 5 mol% of PSB 10 000 g mol−1

molecular weight thiol-functionalized polymer. d) Strategy to prepare the silica surface for antifouling performance with the microgels. Reproduced with
permission.[138] Copyright 2020, American Chemical Society.

utilized those nanogels for controlled release and real-time track-
ing of labeled dextran model drug.[137]

2.5. Cross-Linking of Pre-Polymers in Emulsion Droplets

Other than the radical polymerization of mini-emulsified wa-
ter droplets (containing monomer(s)), inverse mini-emulsion is
also an ideal technique to produce microgels by cross-linking
the functional groups present in the so-called nanoreactor wa-
ter droplets (containing polymer(s)) with the help of a variety of
functional cross-linkers (see Figure 8a).[126] In this context, in our
group, we have recently reported a dual-temperature sensitive
zwitterionic microgel system with excellent antifouling activity.
A poly(N-vinyl caprolactam-co-glycidyl methacrylate) (PVCL-co-
PGMA) random copolymer was synthesized, followed by a partial
molar consumption of the GMA groups (grafting to approach)
with thiol-functionalized PSB zwitterionic pre-polymer, resulting
in a hydrophilic graft copolymer. Finally, the cross-linking reac-
tion (amine-epoxy) between zwitterionic PVCL-co-PGMA-g-PSB
graft copolymer and 1,6-hexamethylene diamine cross-linker was
carried out in water droplets of w/o mini-emulsion (see Fig-
ure 8b). The incorporation of such hydrophilic PSB zwitterionic
chains increased the LCST of the graft copolymer drastically due
to the formation of a stronger hydration layer around them (see
Figure 8c). Interestingly, upon the conversion of the pre-polymer
to the corresponding microgel, a UCST was observed along with
an LCST in the single prototype (see Figure 8c). Also, the trace

amount of the GMA group serves the covalent attachment of
the microgels on activated silica surface to perform the antifoul-
ing experiment with bovine serum albumin (BSA) model protein
(see Figure 8d).[138] In a similar approach, we also synthesized
zwitterionic phosphobetaine (PMPC) microgels and showed for
the first time their UCST behavior with varying PMPC chain
length and semi-quantitatively measured their protein repellent
behavior by X-ray photoelectron (XPS) studies.[139]

3. Applications of Zwitterionic Nanogels and
Microgels

Zwitterionic micro-and/or nanogels have found widespread ap-
plications in different fields due to their unique characteristics,
such as high hydrophilicity, good biocompatibility, great toler-
ance to high saline, and thermo-responsiveness.[140] Utilizing
these unique features, the zwitterionic microgels can be used in
the bio-medical field for controlled drug delivery in diabetes, can-
cer and tumor therapies, and bio-imaging of cancer cells.[141–143]

Also, they can be used as excellent coating materials to apply on
several substrates to repel out different types of proteins and bac-
teria under harsh chemical and physical conditions. Moreover,
the presence of oppositely charged groups inside the zwitterionic
microgels makes them suitable to act as a nano-reactor to synthe-
size various metal nanoparticles as well.[144]
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3.1. Controlled Drug Delivery Systems for Tumor Therapy

In recent years, a variety of drug delivery systems have been
developed to treat different diseases such as cancer and diabetes.
For example, core-shell microgel, having a hydrophilic shell
attached to the biological part and a hydrophobic core acting
as a drug reservoir, is one of the efficient vectors for drug
delivery, due to their high affinity to hydrophobic drugs like
paclitaxel (PTX), and doxorubicin (DOX).[145–147] The current
stimuli-responsive micro-and/or nanogel systems based on am-
phiphilic (like PNIPAM, PVCL) polymers have been proved to be
challenging in the drug delivery field due to their limited blood
circulation time after systematic intravenous administration
into the body because of nonspecific protein adsorption on the
microgel particles from the blood. Protein aggregation and its
denaturation on biological implants is a serious issue in the field
of drug therapeutics.[148] Protein adsorption generally leads to
the formation of amyloid-like fibrils, which cause a wide range of
diseases like Alzheimer’s disease and Parkinson’s disease.[149,150]

Therefore, the drug carrier (micro-and/or nanogel) must remain
colloidally stable in blood for the successful and precise drug
delivery to the targeted region and also, to achieve prolonged
circulation in the blood, the microgels need to be modified
with electrically neutral and highly hydrophilic materials. In
this regard, zwitterionic micro-and/or nano gels, having very
low immunogenicity and long life can reduce the foreign body
reaction (FBR), also termed as the inflammatory reaction in vivo
without being recognized by the macrophages due to their su-
perior antifouling effect to resist nonspecific protein adsorption
on their surfaces. Also, the zwitterionic materials used for the
development of the nanogels are desirable to be quickly and
completely degraded after the nanogels have achieved the tar-
geted drug release, which diminishes the danger of unfavorable
impacts brought by the non-degradable segments.[151]

Because of the non-systemic bio-distribution and high cytotox-
icity against normal cells, the administration of free anti-cancer
drugs shows significant side effects. Now, targeting the specific
cancer cells, stealth characteristics with enhanced blood circula-
tion time, and controlled intracellular drug release at particular
sites are the major requirements of an ideal anti-cancer drug de-
livery vector, which can improve the drug therapeutic efficacy and
can also reduce the side effects. Nowadays, favorably biocompati-
ble and ultra-low protein fouling zwitterionic nanogels are being
accepted by researchers as novel anti-cancer drug carriers in clin-
ical applications. The high cell viability (low cytotoxicity) of zwit-
terionic nanogels was first reported by Cheng and co-workers.
They produced poly(carboxybetaine) (PCB) nanogels and utilized
the abundance of the carboxylic groups to conjugate the lig-
and, cyclo[Arg-Gly-Asp-D-Tyr-Lys] (cRGD) to the PCB nanogels
for targeted drug delivery.[131] The cell viability assay was car-
ried out seeding the Human umbilical cord vascular endothelial
cells (HUVEC) in the presence of 3-(4,5-dimethylthiazol-2-yl)-2,5-
diphenyltetrazolium bromide (MTT). The study shows (see Fig-
ure 9a) that the zwitterionic PCB nanogel synthesized by 3 mol%
BIS cross-linker has high cell viability irrespective of the PCB
nanogel concentrations and thereby proving themselves an excel-
lent cellular uptake 3D polymer matrix. The intrinsic capacity to-
ward the drug delivery of the PCB nanogels was also investigated,
encapsulating FITC-labeled dextran drug by simple diffusion

without using any external stimuli such as temperature and pH.
Almost 25% of the encapsulated FITC-dextran drug was released
after 18 days because of the increase in their pore size due to the
high hydrophilicity of the PCB nanogels. Also, flow cytometric
study with HUVECs (at 37 °C) shows that the cRGD-conjugated
nanogels loaded with FITC-dextran drug uptake higher HUVEC
cell than the pure PCB nanogels without cRGD due to the ca-
pability of the cRGD ligand to bind a significant amount of
HUVEC cells (see Figure 9b). Unlike the limitation of using
conventional non-fouling functional groups (e.g., carboxylate-
terminated poly(ethylene glycol) (PEG)) for the modification of
the nanogel surfaces where the unreacted carboxylate groups
could cause nonspecific protein adsorption,[152] these ultrastable
zwitterionic PCB nanogels serve as a multi-functional system to
resist the nonspecific protein aggregation and also effectively up-
take the cells for the targeted delivery of the drug-loaded. This
kind of zwitterionic nanogel can be used as a potential platform
for an anti-cancer drug delivery vector. Motivated by the find-
ings of Cheng et al., Tian and co-workers fabricated a dual redox-
responsive degradable zwitterionic nanogel system loaded with
anti-cancer DOX drug for controlled release. The as-prepared
nanogels were composed of poly(2-methacryloyloxyethyl phos-
phorylcholine) (PMPC) zwitterionic chains cross-linked with a
novel diselenide (Se–Se) bond-containing N,N′-bis(acryloyl) se-
lenocystamine (BMASC) cross-linker.[125] In literature, a vari-
ety of diselenide bond-containing stimuli-triggered (such as ox-
idation, reduction, and ɤ-radiation) drug delivery systems have
already been explored including micelles and metal–organic
frameworks (MOFs) due to the lower bond energy of diselenide
(Se–Se, 172 kJ mol−1).[153–155] The easily cleavable diselenide link-
age makes the nanodrug carriers superior in redox-responsive
degradation under mild chemical conditions. Owing to the
unique dual redox-responsiveness (both oxidative and reductive),
these types of diselenide-cross-linked nanogels particularly tar-
get the carcinogenic tumor cells where the reduced glutathione
(GSH) concentration (≈10 mm) and level of H2O2 are much
higher than the normal cells and the nanogels efficiently deliver
the anti-cancer drug upon oxidative or reductive degradation. In
the work of Tian et al., the use of zwitterionic PMPC chains in
the nanogel strongly resists the nonspecific protein adsorption on
the surface by virtue of its high antifouling characteristic. Hence,
the nanogels exhibit a “stealth property” as well as circulate in
the blood for a longer period without being rapidly cleared by
the mononuclear phagocytosis system (MPS). The P(MPC-Se-
Se-MPC) nanogels are capable of dual redox-responsive degra-
dation in the presence of both GSH and H2O2 reductant and ox-
idant respectively. The disassembly of the nanogels is also H2O2
concentration-dependent because of the breaking of diselenide
cross-linking sites in the nanogel, which could be seen by the
step-like decrease in their turbidity measured by the DLS. Fig-
ure 9c shows that the higher the concentration of the H2O2,
the faster is the rate of the nanogel degradation, for example,
P(MPC–Se–Se–MPC)–25 (with 25 wt% of BMSAC diselenide
cross-linker) nanogel shows a reduction in turbidity of 25.12%
and 4.61% within 200 min at 0.01% and 0.1% H2O2, respectively.

Similarly, utilizing the low bond energy of disulfide (–S–S–),
Men and co-workers also prepared reduction-responsive
biodegradable poly(sulfobetaine methacrylate) (PSBMA) zwit-
terionic nanogels and used them as tumor-targeting delivery.
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Figure 9. a) Cell viability of the PCB nanogels prepared at different BIS cross-linker concentration with human HUVEC cell. b) Flow cytometric analysis of
the cellular uptake of PCB nanogels [(5% BIS), red (no PCB nanogels); green (FITC-dextran loaded PCB nanogels); and blue (FITC-dextran loaded pCBMA
nanogels conjugated with cRGD)]. Reproduced with permission.[131] Copyright 2010, American Chemical Society. c) Oxidative degradation of P(MPC-
Se-Se-MPC)-25 nanogel prepared with 25 wt% of BMSAC diselenide cross-linker in the presence of different H2O2 concentration. Reproduced with
permission.[125] Copyright 2020, Royal Society of Chemistry. d) DOX drug release from PBSA nanogel in the presence of different GSH concentrations
under reductive degradation, where n-SBMA denotes nondegradable SBMA nanogels. e) In vivo blood retention profiles of POEGMA-Cy7.5 nanogels
and PSBMA-Cy7.5 nanogels after the second injection in mice at a given dose of 1 mg mL−1, f) IgG levels in the blood at the fifth day after the second
injection of SBMA and POEGMA nanogels. Reproduced with permission.[125] Copyright 2018, American Chemical Society. Penetration behaviors of
transferrin (Tf)-modified PMEDAPA nanogels in HepG2 tumor spheroids at g) 37 °C and h) 41 °C. Scale bar 100 µm. Reproduced with permission.[113]

Copyright 2017, John Wiley & Sons.

Compared to the nondegradable PSBMA nanogels, these
zwitterionic nanogels show a relatively faster release of DOX
drug (≈85% in 12 h) under a reductive environment (≈10 mm
GSH), suggesting that the drug release is highly accelerated by
nanogel degradation (see Figure 9d). Moreover, the as-prepared
PSBMA nanogels are highly noncytotoxic and uptake human
hypopharyngeal carcinoma (FaDu) cells. Besides, the cellular
uptake of drug-loaded PSBMA-DOX nanogels by FaDu cells
was greatly increased with more incubation time due to the
intracellular reduction condition (see inset of Figure 9e). It has
been discussed earlier that, protein tends to bind to the surface
of nanogels entering into the body called “protein corona,” which
recognizes the nanogels as “foreign intruders” and eliminates
them rapidly from the body. In this context, poly(oligo(ethylene
glycol)methacrylate) (POEGMA) nanogels serve as a control
platform for long blood circulation time due to the presence
of poly(ethylene glycol) (PEG) units in POEGMA nanogels.[156]

Nonetheless, Yang et al. observed that PEGylated gold nanopar-
ticles (PEG-NPs) lost their long blood circulating capacity after
repetitive injection into tumor-targeted cells in the same animal
due to the production of immunoglobulin-G (IgG) antibodies to
anti-PEG.[157] Interestingly, the PSBMA nanogels labeled with
Sulfo-Cyanine7.5 fluorophore (PSBMA-Cy7.5) exhibited a dra-
matically longer circulation time in blood than POEGMA-Cy7.5
even after injecting for the second time in the same mice blood
system. Figure 9e shows that ≈ 21.3% of PSBMA nanogels held
into the blood, whereas only 6.7% of POEGMA nanogels were
retained in the blood at 48 h even after the 7th day of the first
injection, suggesting that PSBMA nanogels are much superior
to PEGylated nanogel system. Besides, no significant increase
in IgG antibody level in the mice treated on the 5th day of the
second injection indicates the better stealth ability and the tumor
accumulation of the PSBMA nanogels over POEGMA nanogels
(see Figure 9f).
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Without degrading the zwitterionic nanogels in a redox envi-
ronment, they can also be used in tumor accumulation by sim-
ply augmenting the microwave. In this circumstance, Shen and
co-workers were the first groups to develop cytocompatible zwit-
terionic sulfamide-based PMEDAPA nanogels (see the chemi-
cal structure in Figure 2a) having UCST above the physiologi-
cal temperature, where the zwitterionic nanogels responded to
hyperthermia with the variation in cross-linker content (see Fig-
ure 2d,e).[113] The PMEDAPA nanogels modified with transfer-
rin (Tf) significantly penetrated HepG2 tumor spheroids many-
fold stronger when incubated at 41 °C at 4 h than 37 °C. The
PMEDAPA-Tf nanogels labeled with Cy-5 fluorophore at 41 °C
are in fully swollen state and therefore, the Tf groups are mostly
stretched outwards and interact with the Tf-receptors on the
HepG2 tumor cell membranes, resulting in a stronger penetra-
tion ability and enhanced tumor cell uptake (see Figure 9g,h).

Despite the establishment of the cleavable cross-linkers in
the fabrication of degradable nanogels under acidic, redox
conditions with the controlled drug delivery in tumor treatment,
another type of hypoxia-degradable nanogels has garnered
much recognition from researchers in this field. Hypoxia with a
reduced concentration of oxygen is a sign of almost all solid tu-
mors, which results in an imbalance of redox state in the tumor,
thereby enhancing the reductive stress. Various cleavable azoben-
zene derivatives have been developed to construct hypoxia-
responsive drug nano-carriers. However, the hypoxia-responsive
poly(phosphobetaine)-based degradable zwitterionic nanogel
was first studied by Peng and co-workers. The synthesized
nanogel exhibited negligible accelerated blood clearance (ABC)
phenomenon along with the controlled release of DOX drug,
resulting in a reduction of tumor weight in mice samples.[158]

On the other hand, different types of amino acid-derived
zwitterionic polymers (PAAZs) have been developed for drug-
releasing, cancer diagnostic, and prolonged in vivo blood cir-
culation by using their ultra-low fouling and functionalizing
capabilities.[159,160] In this context, Liu and co-workers reported
the synthesis of poly(ornithine methacrylamide) (POrnAA) zwit-
terionic carboxybetaine-type nanogel with the help of a cross-
linkable carbon dot (CCD) having exceptional photostability.
While POrnAA served as a nonfouling drug-releasing vector,
CCD functioned as both cross-linker and bio-imaging agent.
Ultimately, they integrated this fluorescence active zwitterionic
nanogel system toward the conjugation with folic acid (FA) as
targeting ligand on their surfaces and those highly biocompatible
FA-conjugated nanogels were internalized specifically by the can-
cer cells. Moreover, the FITC-labeled Dextran drug was released
in the particular cancer cells and the activity of the nanogel during
the controlled drug delivery was also monitored simultaneously
by imaging.[137]

3.2. Application as Colloidal Scaffolds or Templates for In Situ
Metal Nanoparticle (MNP) Synthesis

Templates or scaffolds deriving out of several polymer matrices
serve as a platform in the development of in vitro tissue models
and in vivo regenerative medicinal treatments.[161,162] Recently,
microgels have been proved to be one of the promising matri-
ces for cell migration, transportation of nutrients, and growth of

metal nanoparticles (MNPs) due to the presence of interstitial
void spaces between the cross-linked building blocks with high
porosity.[27,163] In particular, microgels are better scaffolds over
polymer microbeads in terms of achieving a higher number of
nanoparticles (NPs) in their interior and also for more homoge-
neous distribution of the so-formed NPs in the microgel matrix.

Zwitterionic microgels are superhydrophilic due to the pres-
ence of both positive and negative charges within the same
monomer repeating units that introduce a strong hydration layer
at the microgel surface by electrostatic interaction with water and
repel bacteria and protein adhesion strongly. Although the low-
biofouling property of zwitterionic microgels resists the coloniza-
tion of different micro-organisms on their surfaces, they cannot
destroy the bacteria transmitted from the patients or the envi-
ronment surrounding them.[164] Therefore, incorporation of an-
tibacterial agents, such as metal nanoparticles (MNPs) is highly
desired into the zwitterionic microgel scaffold to completely pro-
hibit the growth of bacteria colony, thereby combating wound
inflammation.[82] Generally, MNPs penetrate and disrupt the bac-
terial cell membrane by generating oxidative mechanical force,
thus ultimately resulting in bacterial death.[165] Besides offering
a larger surface area, zwitterionic microgels not only favor a high
concentration of metal ion-trapping but also can act as a microre-
actor for in situ synthesis of different MNPs due to their high
structural stability by absorbing a large amount of water. Impor-
tantly, the control over the composition of the microgel network
directly affects the size and shape of the MNPs. The aforemen-
tioned properties of polyzwitterions were first utilized by Das
and co-workers for the microgel template-based synthesis of sil-
ver (Ag), gold (Au), and silver-gold (Ag–Au) bimetallic NPs.[102]

First, the synthesis of silver and gold NPs was carried out by se-
questration of particular metal ions, that is, Ag+ or AuCl4

− ions
in the interior of P(NIPAM-SB) zwitterionic microgel, followed
by the reduction with sodium borohydride (NaBH4). The pres-
ence of Ag and Au NPs before and after the synthesis of the in-
organic hybrid microgel was detected by the UV–vis absorption
spectra at 410 and 530 nm absorption peaks, respectively (see
Figure 10a,b). Also, the Ag and Au NPs with 8–10 nm dimen-
sional size was spotted in the microgel interior as shown by the
respective transmission electron microscopic (TEM) images (see
inset of Figure 10a,b). Additionally, the sequential addition of
AuCl4

− ions in the Ag nanoparticle-based hybrid microgel tem-
plate led to the formation of Ag–Au bimetallic core-shell NPs.
The trapping of AuCl4

− ions both at the surface of Ag NPs and in
the zwitterionic microgel interior (by NMe3

+ ammonium ions)
was well-characterized by the disappearance of the absorption
peak of Ag NPs at 410 nm and a slight blue-shifting of Au NPs
to 521 nm (see Figure 10c) even in the absence of NaBH4 re-
ducing agent. The strong oxidizing property of AuCl4

− ions fa-
vors indeed the formation of elemental Au at the surface of Ag
NPs by the redox reaction 3Ag(s) + AuCl4−(aq) → Au(s) +
3Ag+(aq) + 4 Cl−(aq). However, simultaneous addition of both
AuCl4

− and Ag+ ions in the zwitterionic microgel template re-
sulted in a gradual red-shifting of the single plasmonic band of
Au NPs with an increasing molar ratio of AuCl4

−, suggesting
also the existence of alloy nature of the bimetallic silver–gold
(Ag–Au) NPs. Another potential application of metal nanoparti-
cles is heterogeneous catalysis. Without the use of appropriate
catalysts, it is very difficult to carry out the reduction of various
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Figure 10. UV–vis absorbance spectra of the P(NIPAM-SB) zwitterionic microgels before (bottom spectra) and after template-based metal NP synthesis
(top spectra): a) monometallic Ag NPs; b) monometallic Au NPs, c) bimetallic Au–Ag NP synthesis based on Ag NP incorporated P(NIPAM-SB) zwit-
terionic microgel template; the insets of the figures show the respective TEM images (scale bar 200 nm). Reproduced with permission.[102] Copyright
2008, American Chemical Society. d) UV–vis absorbance spectra for the reduction of 4-nitrophenol (4-NP) over a time catalyzed by Ni NP loaded PSB
zwitterionic microgel, e) kinetic plot of the reduction of 4-NP, 2-NP, and 4-NA catalyzed by PSB-Ni microgel composites against time at 30 °C, and f)
kinetic plot of the reduction of 4-NP catalyzed by PSB-Ni microgel composites against time at different temperatures (30, 40, 50, and 60 °C). Reproduced
with permission.[132] Copyright 2015, Elsevier.

nitro-compounds into amines in a controlled manner, which is
considered a very major organic reaction in the pharmaceutical
industries.[166] Recently, Ajmal and co-workers reported the syn-
thesis of nickel (Ni) NPs in poly(sulfobetaine) (PSB) zwitterionic
microgel template, where they exploited the catalytic activity of Ni
NPs in the reduction of 4-nitrophenol (4-NP), 2-nitrophenol (2-
NP), and 4-nitroaniline (4-NA) at different temperatures in the
presence of NaBH4 reducing agent.[132] The steady decrease in
the characteristic UV–vis absorption peak at 400 nm with time in-
dicates that the 4-NP compound was reduced to the correspond-
ing 4-amino phenol (4-AP) compound in the presence of Ni NP
catalyst (see Figure 10d). They were also able to reuse the catalyst,
Ni NP-loaded zwitterionic microgels after the reduction process,
just by separating them from the reaction mixture and cleaning
with deionized water. The molar excess (40-fold) use of NaBH4
compared to the abovementioned nitro compounds does not have
any significant effect on their reduction rate constant. Therefore,
the catalytic efficacy of the Ni NP-loaded microgels was evalu-
ated by a pseudo-first-order kinetic plot. Figure 10e shows the
plot of ln(Ct/C0) versus time, where C0 is the initial concentra-
tion of the different nitro-compounds and Ct is the concentra-
tion of those nitro-compounds at a particular interval of times
during the reduction process. Interestingly, the Ni NP microgel
composite was found to be most effective in the reduction of 4-NA
compound over the 4-NP and 2-NP nitro-compounds as the slope
is much steeper in the case of the former than the latter ones.

Moreover, increasing the temperature also increased the rate of
the reduction of the 4-NP compound linearly keeping the cat-
alytic composition and other experimental conditions the same
(see Figure 10f). An increase in the thermal energy results in
the increased thermal motion of the polymer chains and due to
that, the intra- and inter-polymer chain interaction between the
opposite charges on the zwitterionic backbone becomes weaker.
As a result, the zwitterionic polymer chains in the microgel net-
work expand and the reactive species easily diffuse in the micro-
gel interior to access the Ni NP catalysts. Furthermore, the anti-
polyelectrolyte effect (i.e., swelling of polymer chains in salt so-
lution by charge screening) of the so-prepared Ni NP microgel
composites was also employed to determine their catalytic effi-
ciency toward the reduction of the nitro-compounds.

3.3. Application as Coating and Membrane Materials

Over the years, zwitterionic polymers have mostly been used
as coating materials, especially for biomedical applications. By
virtue of their unique chemical nature, zwitterionic polymers are
known to inhibit nonspecific protein adsorption. The presence
of charges on the polymer backbone attracts the surrounding
water molecules to form a strong hydration layer on the surface.
This hydration layer, in turn, is responsible for keeping any
biomolecules from getting adsorbed on the surface.
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Figure 11. a) Fluorescence microscopic images of thermoresponsive P(SB-VCL) zwitterionic microgel-coated membranes at different temperatures,
showing antifouling effect after the treatment with FITC-BSA (50 mg L−1) solution (scale bar 100 µm). Reproduced with permission.[168] Copyright 2020,
American Chemical Society. b) Plot of protein adsorption on zwitterionic PMEDAPA nanogels in water at various NaCl salt concentrations and different
temperatures. Reproduced with permission.[168] Copyright 2019, Royal Society of Chemistry. Differential pulse voltammetry (DPV) responses of the
c) anti-STR/P(NIPAm-MPTC-GMA) microgels without zwitterionic content and d) the anti-STR/P(NIPAm-MPTC-GMA) microgels with P(NIPAM-AA-
PVIS) zwitterionic microgels: before (red line) and after (black line); incubation in BSA protein solution (1 mg mL−1). Reproduced with permission.[114]

Copyright 2019, American Chemical Society. Quantification of the biomass and thickness of the biofilms for AB-0, AB-47, AB-64, and AB-78 surfaces,
respectively underflow condition e) E. coli bacteria and f) S. aureus bacteria, where AB-0, AB-47, AB-64, and AB-78 denote the weight ratio (in %) of the
zwitterionic PSB/PES microgel in the surface. Reproduced with permission.[120] Copyright 2020, American Chemical Society.

3.3.1. Anti-Fouling Coatings

Though zwitterionic polymers are known to provide nonspe-
cific protein adsorption, quite interestingly zwitterionic micro-
gels have been relatively less explored in this regard com-
pared to other architectures such as linear chains, polymer
brushes, and more. In a recent study in our group, we syn-
thesized poly(N-vinylcaprolactam-co-sulfobetaine) (PSB-PVCL)-
based core-shell microgels and they have shown that the pres-
ence of poly(sulfobetaine) (PSB) shell inhibits protein adsorp-
tion on the microgel surfaces in an efficient manner compared
to pure Poly(N-vinylcaprolactam) microgels when coated on com-
mercially available poly(ether sulfone) (PES) membranes.[167] In-
terestingly, it was observed that at temperatures below the phase
transition range of the PSB block, anti-fouling was relatively
poorer, owing to the inability of the PSB chains to form a hydra-
tion layer due to their dipole–dipole induced collapsed confor-
mation. This anti-fouling property was improved with increas-
ing temperature as the PSB chains stretch out and can form
hydrogen bonding with water, evident by the lack of fluores-

cence intensity from the FITC-BSA proteins (Figure 11a). The
presence of NaCl salt also improved the anti-fouling property
due to the anti-polyelectrolyte effect of the PSB block. In an-
other interesting work, we synthesized PSB-functionalized mi-
crogels containing clickable poly(glycidyl methacrylate) (PGMA)
repeat units, which enabled the resultant zwitterionic microgels
to be covalently attached to activated surfaces like silica. The
anti-fouling characteristics of these microgel-based coatings, in
which the zwitterionic PSB repeat units were distributed uni-
formly across the microgel instead of just being at the shell,
were shown to be highly efficient. Moreover, the attachment of
BSA protein on the microgel coating was also quantified using a
unique Quartz Crystal Microbalance-Dissipation (QCM-D) char-
acterization technique.[138] The dependence of the anti-fouling
behavior of zwitterionic microgels on salt concentration was fur-
ther corroborated by the findings of Peng and co-workers when
the protein-repellency of PMEDAPA nanogels was observed to
improve with a steady increase of NaCl salt concentration (Fig-
ure 11b). The said systems not only showed excellent protein-
repellency under physiological conditions, but their anti-fouling
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properties were also virtually unchanged even after multiple cy-
cles of exposure to protein solutions.[168] On the other hand, a
very recent study by Banerjee and co-workers has shown that
even when a zwitterionic component like poly(carboxybetaine)
is present inside a cross-linked matrix of a microgel, the anti-
fouling properties of the microgels are retained. Along with
that, the presence of Rhodamine B-type fluorescence dye in-
side the microgel makes the system also equally important to
trace the cancer cells for targeted drug delivery under an acidic
environment.[169]

The anti-fouling behavior of zwitterionic microgels has proved
to be useful to enhance the sensitivity and detection limits of dif-
ferent antibiotics as well such as streptomycin (STR). He and co-
workers synthesized microgels involving the zwitterionic compo-
nent of Poly(1-propyl-3-vinylimidazole sulfonate) (PVIS) which
in conjunction with comonomers like N-isopropylacrylamide
(NIPAM) and acrylic acid (AA) show excellent protein-repellent
behavior in complex media like uncured milk, thereby improving
the sensitivity and detection limit of the particular antibiotic.[114]

In Figure 11c, it has been shown that electrodes coated with con-
trol samples (without zwitterionic functionalities), display a stark
change in differential pulse voltammetry (DPV) current before
and after incubation with BSA protein, compared to the elec-
trodes coated with the zwitterionic microgels where the change in
current is negligible. This is attributed to the fact that the absence
of zwitterionic functionalities on the control electrodes leads to
higher degrees of protein adsorption and that in return leads to
significant changes in DPV signals. Rajan and co-workers have
shown that this nonspecific protein repellent behavior also pre-
vents thermal aggregation of proteins such as lysozyme and helps
maintain their higher-order structure, which prevents neurode-
generative diseases in return.[150]

3.3.2. Anti-Bacterial Applications

Bacterial adhesion and biofilm formation have traditionally been
some of the most notorious issues that have plagued the biomed-
ical industry such as surgical equipment, implants, and more.
Besides proteins, the superhyrophilic nature of polyzwitterions
has been useful to prevent bacterial adhesion on surfaces as
well. According to a study by Huang and co-workers, it was
observed that microgel films based on semi-interpenetrating
networks (SIPN) between poly(ethersulfone) (PES) matrix and
poly(sulfobetaine) (PSB) showed extremely low degrees of bacte-
rial adhesion whereas pristine PES surfaces showed significant
fouling owing to its relatively less hydrophilicity. It was observed
that irrespective of whether the bacteria are gram-negative (E.coli)
or gram-positive (S.aureus), with an increase in the amount of
zwitterionic microgel on the casted surface, both the biomass
and biofilm thickness decreased in a monotonic manner (Fig-
ure 11e,f).[120] However, Sahiner and co-workers made an in-
teresting and counter-intuitive observation while working with
poly(ethylene imine) (PEI)-based microgels. When the PEI mi-
crogels were betainized (i.e., converted into a zwitterionic func-
tionality) by the ring-opening with 1,3-propane sultone, the anti-
bacterial efficiency diminished due to the conversion of the
free amine groups to a positively charged ammonium species.
Nonetheless, the biocompatibility was also increased following

this betainization which was confirmed by cytotoxicity assay
studies.[132]

3.3.3. Antifreezing and Antifogging Coatings

The formation of ice through frost or snow leads to extreme
challenges for the durability of the infrastructures in daily life.
Moreover, the accretion of ice causes, for example, the failure of
transportation grids, the collapse of turbine blades by the natural
gravity of ice.[170] On the other hand, the uneven condensation of
water droplets on a transparent surface results in the formation
of fog that effectively diminishes the transparency of the surface.
The main strategy to mitigate these freezing and fogging prob-
lems is to tune the wettability of the transparent surface either
chemically (deposition of different materials via coating) or phys-
ically (modifying the surface roughness). According to the an-
tifreezing and antifogging mechanism, the hydrophilic type coat-
ing materials have widely been researched in recent years.[171] In
principle, due to the low contact angle between the water droplet
and hydrophilic substrate, the surface hydration layer resists
further water condensation or fog formation. In this sense,
zwitterionic polymers have been reported in literature, owing to
their superhydrophilicity because of the presence of both cation
and anion on their backbone. The coating of such hydrophilic
material by grafting on the activated glass surface resulted in ex-
cellent antifogging and antifreezing performances. However, the
utilization of such hydrophilic materials in the form of microgel
is much more advantageous over these ‘grafting to’ or ‘grafting
from’ methods because of their relatively easy and fast deposi-
tion to obtain highly dense coating, control over layer thickness
by tuning the microgel size, and also by incorporating various
comonomers of different functionalities. Such kind of antifreez-
ing and antifogging applications are rarely exercised in literature
and taking that into consideration, Varnoosfaderani and co-
workers are the first group to prepare a durable microgel-based
antifreezing coating of poly(sulfobetaine-co-dopamine methacry-
lamide), P(SB-DOPA)).[172] Here, the presence of dopamine
moiety, having excellent adhesive property helped them to
achieve a universal coating with a wide range of substrates. In
their study, the authors have suggested that being polyzwitteri-
ons in the microgel matrix enabled film formations, which were
resistant to freezing and fogging. The superhydrophilic nature
of the polyzwitterion reduces the water contact angle to such an
extent, that condensation of vapor is prevented. Also, the forma-
tion of frost was largely prohibited by the thick hydration layer of
zwitterionic microgels. It was shown that microgels with lower
cross-link density were softer and could cover the surface more
efficiently by spreading out, leading to better results concerning
antifreezing and antifogging performance (Figure 12a,b).

3.3.4. Removal of Pollutants from Water

At the offshore platform, accidental leakage of oil frequently oc-
curs during crude oil transportation, which allows a significant
volume of oil to flood the oceans. Dispersed oil, free oil, and
emulsified oil are mainly the three different types of oil in this
regard. While it is possible to clean the free oil and dispersed
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Figure 12. Antifrosting performance: a) the uncoated and coated glass slides with microgels containing 0, 1, and 4 mol% cross-linker were exposed
to 85% relative humidity for 3 h followed by quick cooling to −20 °C for 2 h to freeze the absorbed water on the slides and b) exposure to ambient
condition for 1 min. Ice on the coated slides melted while the ice remained on the uncoated slide. Reproduced with permission.[172] Copyright 2018,
American Chemical Society. Water–oil separation performance: c) dynamic photographs of i) the filtration apparatus, ii) the oil-in-water emulsion, iii)
the corresponding filtrate, and iv) optical microscopy image of the filtrate, and d) dynamic photographs of underwater anti-oil-adhesive performance of
the zwitterionic nanogel-treated PAN (ZPAN) membrane. Reproduced with permission.[177] Copyright 2020, Elsevier.

oil mechanically, emulsified oil with smaller droplets (size be-
tween 10 and 20 µm) is very challenging to eliminate by con-
ventional water treatment procedures, for example, flocculation
and chemical coagulation.[173,174] However, researchers have been
able to come up with a novel membrane-based separation tech-
nique together with nano- and/or ultra-filtration and due to its
high separation efficiency, low risk of secondary pollution, and
cost-effectiveness, it has attracted much attention in recent days.
In particular, when the conventional “size-sieving” membranes
are treated with surfactant-stabilized emulsions, the oil droplets
get adsorbed on the membrane surface via electrostatic interac-
tion and thereby reduce the workability of the membranes to sep-
arate water from oil-in-water (o/w) emulsion. Therefore, a vari-
ety of super-wetting materials has been proposed in literature to
enhance the antifouling activity and separation efficiency of o/w
emulsions. Generally, when the membrane surface is function-
ally modified by super hydrophilic groups, it can absorb a large
number of water molecules and form a strong hydration layer
that effectively prevents the oil droplets from getting wet on the
membrane underwater. In this context, polyzwitterionic micro-
and/or nanogels have also been considered as a superior material
for water treatment from o/w emulsions.[175,176] In a recent study,
Zang and co-workers have shown that the superhydrophilic na-
ture of polyzwitterions renders them to be superoleophobic es-
pecially in underwater conditions. Poly(sulfobetaine)-based mi-
crogels were prepared and grafted on poly(acrylonitrile) (PAN)
membranes, which showed extremely low water contact angle
and extremely high oil contact angles irrespective of the salt con-
centration and solution pH.[177] It was observed that the superhy-
drophilicity provided free passage to the water molecules across
the membrane, thereby leading to efficient oil–water separation
from a stable emulsion (Figure 12c). On the other hand, when
the zwitterionic microgel-grafted PAN (ZPAN) membranes were
exposed to different oil–water emulsions, the superoleophobicity

of the membranes led the oil droplets to roll on the membrane’s
surface and coalesce leading to demulsification (Figure 12d).

Organic dyes are the most detrimental contaminants found in
industrial wastewater, and are a threat to human health and liv-
ing organisms. Nowadays, adsorption is the most commonly em-
ployed and efficient technique to remove organic dyes from wa-
ter. In the previously discussed work by Sahiner and co-workers,
the authors have shown that besides improving the biocompati-
bility of poly(ethylene imine) (PEI) microgels, betainization (con-
version to a zwitterionic derivative) enables the separation of dif-
ferently charged organic dyes as well.[98] It was observed that the
presence of both positive and negative charges in the betainized
version of the microgels renders them net positive at acidic pHs
and net negative at alkaline pHs. This property was exploited to
separate the methylene orange (negatively charged) and methy-
lene blue (positively charged, see Figure 1b), respectively. Since
the extent of negatively charged in the betainized version of the
microgels was far greater than the nonbetainized PEI microgels,
consequently the efficacy of separation of methylene blue was
much better for the betainized versions at alkaline pH. The au-
thors have proposed that these microgel prototypes might be use-
ful for applications such as wastewater treatment.

4. Conclusion and Future Perspectives

Briefly, this minireview delineates the recent advances in the de-
velopment of zwitterionic nanogels and microgels for different
potential applications. We first summarized the several syn-
thesis routes to fabricate the zwitterionic polybetaine nanogels
and microgels (e.g., aqueous and nonaqueous precipitation
polymerization, emulsion polymerization in water droplets, and
post-modification of other functional nanogels) and then empha-
sized the various works done in this particular field, highlighting
a few of our contributions as well. The easy and straightforward
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synthesis techniques of these functional zwitterionic microgels
broaden the range of variables for the tuning of their solution
properties (e.g., thermo- and salt-responsiveness) and differenti-
ate them distinctly from other polymeric architectures when used
for similar applications. We discussed that the specific applica-
tion of the microgels as advanced materials critically depends on
the design of the type of the zwitterionic and other comonomeric
units. Zwitterionic polymers are classified as fascinating mate-
rials owing to their high biodegradability and biocompatibility.
In combination with these properties, the produced zwitterionic
micro-and/or nanogels have found interesting applications in
biomedical field, such as cancer and tumor therapy. In this
regard, their excellent anti-bioadhesion property makes them
highly nonimmunogenic and advantageous for timely drug dis-
charge in targeted drug delivery system. On the other hand, their
protein-repelling property due to the superhydrophilicity serves a
platform to engineer different kinds of coatings,[61] for example,
antifouling, antibacterial, and antifrosting as well as designing
smart membranes for wastewater treatment. The prevalence of
both positive and negative charges in the zwitterionic microgel
interior endorses them into emerging colloidal scaffolds for
the synthesis of metal nanoparticles that help to formulate the
antibacterial pharmaceutics, also covered in this minireview.

Nonetheless, the synthesis of novel types of zwitterionic mi-
crogels from nonconventional zwitterionic betaine monomers
still needs to be explored.[77] The high incorporation of the zwitte-
rionic units in the corresponding microgels having assymetrical
morphology (e.g., Janus type) is still a challenging factor and can
be improved by optimizing different synthesis approaches, such
as via synthesizing zwitterionic macromonomers using different
polymerization methods. This might help in lowering the pro-
tein adsorption and improve antifouling properties (restricted
biofilm formation) largely, thereby increasing the longer blood
circulation time of drug carriers and increasing the life-time
of medical devices. Furthermore, various stimuli-responsive
functionalities (e.g., glycopeptides) can be instituted judicially
into the zwitterionic nanogels to stimulate cells by chemical (e.g.,
pH) or physical (e.g., ultrasound and light) triggers that have
not been extensively explored in the existing literature.[178,179,180]

To produce ultrastable antifouling membranes constituted of
zwitterionic microgels operating in harsh physical or chemical
conditions, such as high temperature and variable pH, and
separating heavy metal ions from industrial wastewater, are the
future challenges for membrane researchers and engineers.
Zwitterionic microgels are very promising materials in terms of
membrane application and they should be brought to large-scale
uses soon. One aspect could be the casting of membrane sheets
directly from the zwitterionic microgel solution at variable
temperature and pH in a batch process. We envision that this
focused minireview will be beneficial for a broad readership
to understand the further improvement on the zwitterionic
nanogels and microgels based on their state of the art.
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